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Cognizant Achieves AWS SAP Competency Status

Cognizant has achieved Amazon Web Services (AWS) SAP Competency status, leveraging the AWS Migration
Acceleration Program (MAP) and Cognizant® SmartMove Conversion Factory to deliver SAP migrations at scale.
The AWS SAP Competency Partner designation recognizes that Cognizant has demonstrated technical
proficiency and proven success in SAP implementation, migration and innovation on AWS. AWS SAP
Competency Partners are certified to have the experience, tooling, methods and best practices to streamline
clients’ cloud migrations or transformations.

Along with increasing innovation, our SAP on AWS solutions enable our clients to scale business services,
improve operational agility and enable the customer digital journey on AWS through Cognizant SmartMove, an
SAP-qualified partner-packaged solution. This certification is testimony to Cognizant’s successes with
organizations around the world transforming their SAP ecosystems into modern digital enterprises by
engineering robust, secure and cloud-based digital platforms on AWS.

Cognizant’s SAP on AWS solutions have delivered deep business impact to several key clients through large
transformational projects, including—but not limited to—the following:

Reducing operational costs by up to 60%
Significantly improving time-to-market
Enhancing recovery of core business applications through better disaster recovery
Improving data services jobs by 90%
Helping customers fetch real-time data for rapid business decisions
Enabling clients’ S/4HANA digital journey among other outcomes

“Our rich experience in implementing SAP on AWS for our customers across industries has helped us become an
AWS Premier Consulting partner with AWS SAP Competency status,” said Sandeep Tambaku, Head of
Cognizant’s Global SAP Practice Delivery practice. “This will help us better serve customers jointly with AWS
through MAP. In line with this achievement, Cognizant SmartMove, our SAP qualified S/4HANA conversion and
migration factory, will help our customers with rapid deployment of S/4HANA Industry Solutions on AWS.”

AWS is enabling scalable, flexible and cost-effective solutions from startups to global enterprises. To support the
seamless integration and deployment of these solutions, AWS established the AWS Competency Program to
help customers identify AWS Partners with deep industry experience and expertise.

Learn more about Cognizant’s SAP AWS practice here.
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